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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents novel techniques for image retrieval using 

the clustering features extracted from images based on  Row 

Mean Clustering, Column Mean clustering, Row Mean DCT 

Clustering ,Column Mean DCT Clustering, Row Mean 

Wavelet Clustering and Column Mean Wavelet Clustering.  

The proposed techniques are compared with well known 

traditional technique such as Hierarchical Clustering. 

Hierarchical clustering starts by calculating the Euclidean 

distance measure for all patterns in data set, which is not 

required to calculate in proposed techniques. Hence number of 

clusters used for comparison of proposed techniques is less as 

compared to existing technique (Hierarchical Clustering).  All 

the CBIR techniques are implemented on a database having 

665 images spread across 31 classes. The results of proposed 

techniques have shown performance improvement (higher 

precision and Recall) as compared to existing technique at 

reduced computations. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Image Retrieval retrieves relevant images from the image 

database. Image Retrieval can be divided into two types, text 

based image retrieval and Content Based Image Retrieval. 

Text based image retrieval required large amount of labor and 

it is very difficult to extract the content (color, texture and 

shape) of the images using the small number of key words. It 

has been observed that image retrieval based on content such 

as color, texture and shape is an efficient way of retrieving 

images form the large image database. This led to the 

emergence of Content Based Image Retrieval. 

The typical CBIR system includes two major tasks. The first 

task is feature extraction, where a set of features, called 

feature vector is extracted to represent the content of each 

image in the database.  Set of features is called as image 

signature and size of the image signature is very small as 

compared to the original image. The second task is similarity 

measurement, where a distance between the query image and 

each image in the database is computed so that top relevant 

images can be retrieved from the database 

[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[11],[12]. 

 

The Content Based Image Retrieval has been widely used in 

computer vision, image processing, information science, 

database management systems, etc. A wide range of possible 

applications for CBIR technology has been identified and 

these are Crime Prevention, Medical Diagnosis and Security 

check. Recent CBIR systems are used to retrieve images from 

the large image database based on visual properties such as 

color, shape and shape. 

One of the most important features that make possible the 

recognition of images by humans is color. Commonly 

methods for color are color histogram [7], [8], [9], [10], color 

coherence vector, color correlogram, color moments and color 

clustering. Cluster analysis divides data into groups such that 

similar data objects belong to the same cluster and dissimilar 

data objects to different clusters. From a practical perspective, 

clustering plays an outstanding role in data mining 

applications such as information retrieval and text mining. 

Two statistical operations commonly applied to data are 

classification and clustering. Clustering is a form of learning 

by observation and don’t rely on predefined classes whereas 

classification is a learning by example which means they rely 

on class labeled training examples.  

One of the commonly used techniques of clustering is 

Hierarchical Clustering. Hierarchical clustering starts by 

calculating the Euclidean distance measure for all patterns in 

data set. The two closest patterns are merged to form the new 

cluster.   The result of Hierarchical clustering is usually shown 

by a dendrogram. This is a bottom up approach in the sense 

that the clustering starts at the bottom of the dendrogram and 

works its way until all objects belong to one cluster 

[6],[13],[14],[15]. The five different approaches which can be 

used to calculate the distances between two clusters are as 

follows 

1. Single linkage clustering:- distance between two clusters is 

calculated as the minimum distance between all possible pairs 

of object. This method is also known as nearest neighbor 

linkage. 

2. Complete linkage clustering:- distance between two clusters 

is calculated as the maximum distance between all possible 

pairs of object. 

3. Average linkage clustering:- distance between two clusters 

is calculated as the average of distances between all possible 

pairs of objects. 

4. Centroid linkage clustering:- In this method, the distance 

between two clusters is the distance between their centroids. 

5. Ward linkage clustering:- This method is also known as the 

minimum variance method because it joins at each stage the 
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cluster pair whose merger minimizes the increase in the total 

within group error sum of squares. 

2. Hierarchical Clustering 

Given N vectors, a hierarchical clustering algorithm generates 

a special tree according to the minimum distance criteria 

between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed in the 

following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain Euclidean distance measure (E). Euclidean distance 

measure is considered as distance matrix.  

 

3.  Each element of distance matrix is considered as cluster 

4. Repeat step number 5 & 6 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

5. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage. 

6. Update the Euclidean Distance Matrix E. 

3 Row Mean Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Row Mean clustering algorithm generates 

a special tree according to the minimum distance criteria 

between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed in the 

following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain Row Mean. Row Mean is considered as distance 

matrix. Figure 1 shows Row Mean of Sample Image  

 

 

Figure 1: Row Mean of Sample Image 

3.  Each element of distance matrix is considered as cluster 

4. Repeat step number 5 & 6 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

5. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage.  

6. Update the distance matrix. 

4 Column Mean Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Column Mean clustering algorithm 

generates a special tree according to the minimum distance 

criteria between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed 

in the following algorithm. 

 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain Column Mean. Column Mean is considered as 

distance matrix. Figure 2 shows Column Mean of Sample 

Image. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Column Mean of Sample Image 

3.  Each element of distance matrix is considered as cluster 

4. Repeat step number 5 & 6 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

5. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage 

6. Update the distance matrix. 

5. Row Mean DCT Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Row Mean DCT clustering algorithm 

generates a special tree according to the minimum distance 

criteria between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed 

in the following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain Row Mean. 

3. Apply 1-D DCT on each component(R,G and B) of Row 

Mean.  

The 1-D DCT  is defined as 

 

 

 

for u = 0,1,2,…,N-1.  

Where as, 

 

 

4. 1D-DCT is considered as distance matrix. Each element of 

distance matrix is considered as cluster  
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5. Repeat step number 6 & 7 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

6. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage 

7. Update the distance matrix. 

6. Column Mean DCT Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Column Mean DCT clustering algorithm 

generates a special tree according to the minimum distance 

criteria between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed 

in the following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain column mean. 

3. Apply 1D-DCT on each component of column mean 

4. 1D-DCT is considered as distance matrix. Each    element 

of distance matrix is considered as cluster  

5. Repeat step number 6 & 7 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

6. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage 

7. Update the distance matrix. 

7. Row Mean Wavelet Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Row Mean Wavelet clustering algorithm 

generates a special tree according to the minimum distance 

criteria between the set of clusters. This approach is expressed 

in the following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain Row Mean  

3. Apply 1D wavelet transform on each component of row 

mean 

4. Find Approximation coefficients of R, G and B 

Component. 

5. 1-D Approximation signal is considered as distance matrix. 

Each element of distance matrix is considered as cluster  

6. Repeat step number 7 & 8 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

7. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage  

8. Update the distance matrix. 

8. Column Mean Wavelet Clustering 

Given N vectors, a Column Mean wavelet clustering 

algorithm generates a special tree according to the minimum 

distance criteria between the set of clusters. This approach is 

expressed in the following algorithm. 

1. Read an Image  

2. Obtain column mean  

3. Apply 1D wavelet transform on each component of column 

mean 

4. Find Approximation coefficients of R, G and B 

Component. 

5. 1-D Approximation signal is considered as distance matrix. 

Each element of distance matrix is considered as cluster  

6. Repeat step number 7 & 8 until only a single cluster 

remains. 

7. Identify the two similar clusters Ci and Cj and then merge 

Ci and Cj into one cluster using ward linkage 

8. Update the distance matrix. 

9. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For evaluating the performance of the algorithms, Air Freight 

Image database is used. The image database contains 665 

images with 31 different classes. In this paper, results of 

CBIR techniques are shown only for 10 classes.  Some of the 

sample images which are used as query images are shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Samples of Image Database 

Similarity Measure(SM) is used to compare the cluster 

distance of query image with cluster distance of images in the 

database. The query image was selected from the database and 

it would be the first image in the result list. Other images in 

the result list were retrieved based on the similarity to the 

query image.  

 

Performance of the Content Based Image Retrieval System is 

measured by using precision and recall. [11], [12]. 
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Figure 5 (a) to Figure 5 (g)  shows the results of Hierarchical 

Clustering(HC) , Row Mean Clustering (RMC ) , Column 

Mean Clustering(CMC), Row Mean DCT Clustering 

(RMDC), Column Mean DCT Clustering (CMDC), Row 

Mean Wavelet Clustering (RMWC) and Column Mean 

Wavelet Clustering (CMWC)  for the query image shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4: Query Image 

 

 

 

Figure 5 (a): Results of Hierarchical Clustering (HC) 

(Total No. of relevant images retrieved=41, Non- relevant 

images retrieved=02) 

 

 

Figure 5 (b) shows the results of Row Mean Clustering 

(RMC) (Total No. of relevant images retrieved=42, Non- 

relevant images retrieved=01) 

 

Figure 5 (c) shows the results of Column Mean Clustering 

(CMC) (Total No. of relevant images retrieved=39, Non- 

relevant images retrieved=04) 

 

 

Figure 5 (d) shows the results of Row Mean DCT 

Clustering (RMDC) (Total No. of relevant images 

retrieved=39, Non- relevant images retrieved=04) 

 

 

Figure 5 (e) shows the results of Column Mean DCT 

Clustering (CMDC) (Total No. of relevant images 

retrieved=33, Non- relevant images retrieved=10) 
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Figure 5 (f) shows the results of Row Mean Wavelet 

Clustering (RMWC) (Total No. of relevant images 

retrieved=43, Non- relevant images retrieved=00) 

 

 

Figure 5 (g) shows the results of Column Mean Wavelet 

Clustering (CMWC) (Total No. of relevant images 

retrieved=39, Non- relevant images retrieved=04) 

 

Table 1 to Table 7 gives Precision/Recall for 10 classes using 

Hierarchical Clustering (HC), Row Mean Clustering (RMC), 

Column Mean Clustering (CMC), Row Mean DCT Clustering 

(RMDC), Column Mean DCT Clustering (CMDC), Row 

Mean Wavelet Clustering (RMWC) and Column Mean 

Wavelet Clustering (CMWC).From each category randomly 

three images are chosen as query image and for every query 

image precision and recall values are computed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Hierarchical Clustering (HC) 

 

From Table 1, it is clear that average Precision and Recall of 

Hierarchical Clustering varies from 56.41 to 100% 

 

Table 2: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Row Mean Clustering (RMC) 

 

From Table 2 it is clear that, Average Precision and Recall of 

Row Mean Clustering varies from 84.72 % to 100%. 

Table 3: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Column Mean Clustering (CMC) 

 

 

From Table 3 it is clear that Average Precision and Recall of 

Column Mean Clustering varies from 65.97 % to 100%. 
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Table 4: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Row Mean DCT Clustering 

(RMDC) 

 

 

From Table 4 it is clear that Average Precision and Recall of 

Row Mean DCT Clustering Varies from 60.41% to 100%. 

 

Table 5: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Column Mean DCT Clustering 

(CMDC) 

 

From Table 5 it is clear that Average Precision and Recall of 

Column Mean DCT Clustering varies from 47.22% to 100% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Row Mean Wavelet Clustering 

(RMWC) 

 

From Table 6 it is clear that Average Precision and Recall of 

Row Mean Wavelet Clustering varies from 83.33% to 100%. 

 

Table 7: Average Precision/Recall for 10 classes (A to J) 

and 3 queries each using Column Mean Wavelet 

Clustering (CMWC) 

 

From Table 7 it is clear that Average Precision and Recall of 

Column Mean Wavelet Clustering varies from 64.57% to 

100%. Figure.6 shows the bar chart of Average 

Precision/Recall of various CBIR techniques.  
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Figure 6: Average Precision/Recall Comparison of various 

CBIR techniques (x-axis represents Technique and y-axis 

represents Average Precision/Recall.) 

 

Table 8 and Table 9 gives Clusters Comparison and 

Complexity Comparison of CBIR Techniques based on 

Hierarchical Clustering, Row Mean Clustering, Column Mean 

Clustering, Row Mean DCT Clustering, Column Mean DCT 

Clustering, Row Mean Wavelet Clustering and Column Mean 

Wavelet Clustering. 

      

Table 8: Clusters Comparison of CBIR Techniques 

 

 

Table 9: Complexity Comparison of CBIR Techniques 

 

10. Conclusion 

Hierarchical Clustering is a novel clustering technique which 

produces a hierarchy of clusters. The result of Hierarchical 

Clustering is usually shown by a Dendrogram. Hierarchical 

Clustering starts by calculating the Euclidean distance 

measure for all patterns in data set. The two closest patterns 

are merged to form the new cluster. This process is continued 

until the complete dendrogram is built. There are five different 

approaches which can be used to calculate the distances 

between two clusters. In this paper Hierarchical clustering 

using ward’s distance approach is used for Content Based 

Image Retrieval. But disadvantage of this method is that 

number of clusters used for retrieval purpose is very large. 

Number of clusters is reduced by using Row Mean Clustering, 

Column Mean Clustering, Row Mean DCT Clustering, 

Column Mean DCT Clustering, Row Mean Wavelet 

Clustering and Column Mean Wavelet Clustering. From 

experimental results, it is clear that Performance of CBIR is 

improved using Row Mean Clustering and Row Mean 

Wavelet Clustering considering 80% average precision and 

Recall as acceptable norms. And complexity of Row Mean 

Clustering and Row Mean Wavelet Clustering is far less as 

compared to existing technique (Hierarchical Clustering).  
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